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How can we have productive conversations 
about climate change with the general public?

• NNOCCI was formed as a network of 
informal education centers in the US.

• Strategic framing



Who is NNOCCI?
Monterey Bay Aquarium; The National Aquarium; New England Aquarium; 
New Knowledge Organization Ltd.; Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution; 
Association of Zoos & Aquariums; FrameWorks Institute



NNOCCI believes all climate change conversations 
should have three main components:

1. Steer away from unproductive cultural models 
2. Use of explanatory metaphors
3. Providing solutions



Unproductive cultural models…

Triggering cultural models can derail productive conversations!!



Simon,	A.,	Volmert,	A.	Bunten,	A.,	&	Kendall-Taylor,	N.	(2014).	The	value	of	explanation:	Using	values	and	causal	explanations	to	reframe	
climate	and	ocean	change.	Washington,	DC:	FrameWorks Institute.	

What are productive cultural models?



How does NNOCCI convey the science of 
climate change?

• Make an abstract idea concrete and sticky

• Help people understand the mechanisms at work

• When linked to causes and impacts, they motivate 
productive consideration of multiple solutions

• Give people a role in the story.

Explanatory Metaphors



How does NNOCCI convey the science of 
climate change?



Providing solutions

Collective Local Existing





Some things to consider!

• NNOCCI can bookend any presentation:
• Establish buy-in with values and explanatory 

chains in your background
• End strong with a call to action (broader impacts, 

anyone?)

• This approach can benefit project proposal 
organization too!

• Turn this into an opportunity for students
• Seminar course going on currently at UGA



Find resources at: www.climateinterpreter.org
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Questions? 
elizabeth.harvey@skio.uga.edu
@_NNOCCI on twitter


